GE Digital

Putting Industrial
Data to Work

People who see data
differently, see the
world differently

Our customers are on the front lines of the world’s toughest industrial
challenges. Our years of hard-won insights in power generation, utilities,
oil & gas, manufacturing and aviation mean we’re uniquely positioned to
help our customers better operate, optimize and analyze their operations to
deliver greater results today – and in the future.

Power Generation

SPE/Sonelgaz serves more than 10
million customers across Algeria. SPE’s
investments in centralized remote
monitoring at its GE-built monitoring
center have led to cost reductions, and
improved operational efficiency and
performance across its fleet.

Grid

Using our DER and Orchestration
software, Southern California
Edison is expecting to add 5 million
Distributed Energy Resources to
the grid in the next 5 years, while
currently providing 15 million
people with electricity.

Oil & Gas

As part of its operational excellence
initiative, Malaysia’s national oil and
gas company Petronas employed
GE Digital’s Asset Performance
Management software to turn
uncertainty into efficiency – across
14 plants and 125,000+ assets.

Manufacturing

One of the world’s largest consumer
goods manufacturers, Procter &
Gamble turned to GE Digital’s Proficy
Manufacturing Execution Systems
at enterprise scale to accomplish
digitization step changes and achieve
critical outcomes such as improved
performance and reduced costs.

Aviation

Qantas is Australia’s largest domestic
and international carrier with 300+
aircraft, 7,300 flights per week and
55 MM passengers per year. Using our
FlightPulse technology, Qantas pilots
can now analyze their own flight data to
discover areas to optimize operations
and efficiency, while reducing risk, fuel
consumption and carbon emissions.
Results achieved pre-COVID-19 global pandemic.

Operate

Analyze

Optimize

Through our depth of experience
and expertise, we guide
customers toward more efficient
and impactful operations.

The data is already there. We help
empower customers to use it by
making the complex simple, at
unparalleled speed and scale.

We co-innovate with our
customers to implement new
solutions and optimizations,
helping them forge into the future
with confidence and clarity.

At GE Digital, we’re building a world that works by
putting industrial data to work.
Because people who see data differently,
see the world differently
Learn More

